We provide treatments for various psychiatric disorders caused by central nerve dysfunction or by psychosocial stressors. Specialized Psychiatrists perform diagnoses, examinations, rational pharmacological treatments, and psychotherapy so that patients and their family can improve quality of life. We also aim to contribute to clarify causes and pathology of those psychiatric disorders. Our department has a long history of 125 years in 2020. Everybody freely expresses his/her opinion and our department is buzzing with young activity.

- **Consultation Liaison Psychiatry**
  1) Prevention of delirium
  2) Collaborative approach to medicine & communication
  3) Prevention of benzodiazepine dependence

- **Dementia & Psychogeriatrics**
  1) Neuroimaging and Neuropsychological study
  2) Cohort study
  3) Neuropathological study

- **Gender Incongruence/ Gender Dysphoria**
  1) Clinical intervention for transgender people
  2) Molecular biological researches of gender identity
  3) Studies for Japanese social backgrounds of gender

- **Molecular Biology & Pharmacology**
  1) Autoantibodies & immunotherapy in psychosis
  2) Animal model of anorexia nervosa
  3) Pharmacogenomics of alcoholism

- **Psychiatric Epidemiology (Society & Health)**
  1) Disparities in cancer screening with mental disorders
  2) Disparities in cancer treatment with mental disorders
  3) Smoking behavior among people with mental disorders

Contact to Department of Neuropsychiatry (2-5-1, Shikata-cyo, kitaku, Okayama Japan, Zip 700-8558) E-mail: seishin@cc.okayama-u.ac.jp, tel. +81-86-235-7242, fax. +81-86-235-7246 URL: (English) http://www.hsc.okayama-u.ac.jp/mdps/e_side_552.html